THE DESCRIPTION GUIDE 2019

ABOUT US
✈A2FLY

SHOPA2FLY.COM is a Health and Wellness Brand as a leading provider for CBD
products. Our goal is to provide patients and consumers with the best quality products in the
industry. Our are products are made with the best technologies, in which premium extracts and
oil sourced from only the highest-quality flowers are used. A verified seller on Weedmaps and
legal to ship to all 50 States.
We offer a premium ✈A2FLY Vape Pen Powered By O2VAPE with a lifetime warranty on the
battery. ✈A2FLY is partnering with an amazing company such as Cannabinoid Creations and
their unique CBD Products. Cannabinoid Creations is working hard to make the best tasting
CBD edibles in the market. I’m proud that all of the CBD in our products has been independently
analyzed and classified as pharma-grade for its purity. Our CBD products are produced from the
highest quality industrial hemp, sustainably grown and harvested to yield potent, natural CBD
oils for our treats. Cannabinoid Creations are crafted to be safe and consistent. They do not
require a prescription and they are legal in all 50 US states. We combine digital craftsmanship
with innovative thinking and will deliver solutions on a national scale. Our goal is to launch
stunning brands, make our clients, customers/associates happy and educated about the
endless opportunities on our products.
"One of the great responsibilities we have as a society is to educate ourselves, along with the
next generation, about which substances are worth ingesting for what purpose and which are
not". - Sam Harris

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ✈A2FLY Vape Pen Kit is a original and stellar addition to your needs as a health conscious
consumer. A must have presented by ✈A2FLY. The ✈A2FLY Vape Pen has style, class,
elegance and will surely enhance the customers vaping experience. This pen is different from all
others by its quality and statutes. 99% Success rates on our ✈
 A2FLY Branded cartridges and
Lifetime warranty on our batteries.

PRODUCT FEATURES
●

510 thread battery and cartridge. (510 thread is universal)

●

TEMPERATURE; low temperature not reaching combustions temperatures such as 4

●

BATTERY LIFE: 300 to 400 puffs or lasts up to three weeks, depending on daily use.

●

No buttons

●

Battery – Measuring at 5.98, .06” wide, and weighing less than 3 ounces

●

A2FLY carrying case – comes with usb charger, glass cartridge, & battery.

WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

●

Premium glass vape cartridges (no-leak design)

●

Universal 510 vape batteries

●

Lifetime battery warranty

✈A2FLY CBD Hemp Soft Gel Capsules
Non GMO A2FLY Hemp Soft Gelsare 25mg Capsule and 30 Vegetarian Capsules per bottle.
Full-Spectrum Extraction. Using only supercritical CO2 or traditional techniques of extraction,
extracts offer a broad spectrum of beneficial properties in their natural profile. Our *Non GMO
Hemp gel caps are made from CO2 extracted industrial hemp and then enriched with more
terpenes, and like always No THC. Gluten Free and 100% Vegetarian, no artificial flavors or
colors.
Supplement Facts |
Serving size 1 Capsule
Amount per serving - Cannabinol hemp extract 25 mg
Ingredients: Industrial Hemp Cannabinol [CBD], Medium Chain Triglycerides [MCT] Oil. Natural
Myrcene , Beta Corophylline Terpenes. Gluten Free; 100% vegetarian; no artificial flavors or
colors.
Sign up for updates and discount on all our products visit ✈A2FLY.COM. Follow us!
@a2fly.official.ig
Suggested use: One capsule in AM. For athletic performance; One Capsule AM, before
workout. One capsule PM, post workout.
*Caution: As with any dietary herbal supplements, you should advise your healthcare
practitioner of the use of this product. If you are nursing, pregnant, or considering pregnancy,
you should consult your healthcare practitioner prior to using this product.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product
is not intended diagnose, treat or prevent any disease.

Cannabinoid Creations CBDifferent
Cannabinoid Creations produces delicious CBD-enriched sparkling hemp beverages,
award-winning CBD-hemp chocolates, tinctures, hard candy, vape pens & flavored CBD-prefills.
We prove that Cannabidiol edibles can be equal parts fun, potent and delicious! That’s what
makes us #CBDifferent…

WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

Eat & drink while reaping the ‘anti-high’ effects of our CBD snacks and drinks. Enjoy them on
their own or as out-of-this-world cocktail mixers. The CBD in all our products has been analyzed
and classified as pharma-grade for purity, so sample our exotic CBD Hemp Soda flavors or bite
into our rich CBD Chocolates for a truly unique flavor experience. Crunch on a CBD Hard Candy
to enhance your snacking or puff on a Cannabinoid Creations or A2FLY Vape Pen with a
flavored CBD Prefill - our products are designed to relax you while sparking the most flavorful
memories. These are unsurpassed flavor experiences to ignite every sense.
Cannabinoid Creations provides stunning distinctive CBD drinks & snacks are produced from
the highest quality industrial hemp, sustainably grown and harvested to yield potent, natural
CBD oils in all our treats. Cannabinoid Creations produces safe, consistent pure hemp,
THC-free snacks and drinks that do not require a prescription that are legal to buy, sell and
consume in all 50 US states!

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
CBD VAPE PRODUCTS
Explore our complete line of Cannabinoid Creations Vape Products. This line includes our CBD
Branded Vape Pens with Carry Case and our assortment of CBD Vape Cartridge Pre-fills in
several delicious flavors. Our signature Vape Pen comes with a matte black CC Carrying Case,
branded with the iconic green hex logo you have come to associate with all Cannabinoid
Creations and ✈
 A2FLY products!
Must be 18 years of age or older to purchase any CBD Vape Pen & CBD Prefill products from
✈A2FLY and Cannabinoid Creations.
NOTE: Must be 18 years of age or older to purchase any CBD Vape Pen & CBD Prefill products
from ✈
 A2FLY or Cannabinoid Creations. CBD Vape Prefills sold separately.

CBD HEMP LOTION
Everyone gets dry skin, it’s just a sad fact of life. Our unscented CBD Lotion has all of the
unique properties of CBD combined with advanced topical moisturizing and healing attributes to
provide year-round healthy, supple skin. Enjoy all of the benefit of a topical Cannabidiol
treatment without strong scents or perfumes that are so often associated with traditional lotions.
Our Natural (Unscented) CBD Lotion is fragrance-free and feels great! (2oz. & 8oz.)

DARK CHOCOLATE BOYSENBERRY CRUNCH – CBD CHOCOLATE
This High Times Award-winning ‘tour de force’ combines the rich, complex flavors of our finest
semi-sweet Dark Chocolate with the unexpected delight of a Boysenberry (Crunch!). It tastes as
WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

good as it looks with the structured crystalline appearance of deep purple amethyst. Nested in a
bed of dark chocolate and infused with CBD – one look, one taste and you’ll feel as though
you’ve just discovered Dark Chocolate Boysenberry Crunch - a real treasure!
CBD Chocolates:
Dark Chocolate Mint, Milk Chocolate (Cannabis Cup award-winning!)

DARK CHOCOLATE MINT– CBD CHOCOLATE
Our CBD Dark Chocolate Mint combines two much-loved flavor sensations with Cannabidiol.
Your senses will be awakened in a singular, unified taste experience! Our rich and complex dark
chocolate is crafted using the finest ingredients and blended with the essence of the
oh-so-fragrant mint leaf to produce a masterful balance in every semi-sweet bite of predictable
perfection. Enjoy our CBD Dark Chocolate Mint by itself or with a warm beverage.

MILK CHOCOLATE – CBD CHOCOLATE
Milk chocolate is a ‘fan favorite’ in the US, accounting for over 85% of all chocolate that’s
consumed. Would it surprise you to learn that our CBD Milk Chocolate is equally popular
among our customers? A lavish decadence, our Milk Chocolate delivers on flavor and quality
time and time again. With the added benefit of our Ultra Strength (60 mg) CBD in every
package, you’ve never enjoyed such a complete chocolate experience in one bite ever before.

BLUE RASPBERRY - CBD HARD CANDY
Delight your palate with a burst of Blue Raspberry CBD Hard Candy, already the new classic
for Cannabinoid Creations CBD Hard Candy line! The complex flavor of luscious, ripe
blueberries commingles with sweet, juicy seasonal raspberries to yield fruitful nectar in every
nugget. Whether you’re hiking the trail or binge watching Willy Wonka, your mouth will beg for
piece after piece as you relax into your CBD experience.

CARAMEL APPLE PIE- CBD HARD CANDY
There’s nothing quite as American as apple pie, but our Caramel Apple Pie CBD Hard Candy
is nothing like mom ever made! You get all of the gooey caramel richness with the crisp, tart
undertones of a green apple literally bursting in your mouth – you can almost taste it now, can’t
you? Whether you’re stationary snacking or grabbing a quick hit on-the-go, let the depth of
flavor in our CBD Hard Candy take hold of your every sensation. Satisfied snacking guaranteed.

CARTOON CEREAL CRUNCH - CBD HARD CANDY
You fondly recall watching cartoons with that big bowl of cereal…well, our Cartoon Cereal
Crunch CBD Hard Candy is an homage to that special time. Let this truly unique flavor take
you right back to childhood and that oh-so-happy place with our Cartoon Cereal Crunch. It’s
time to tee up your favorite shows from yesteryear and get your Scooby Snacks on with a little
help from Cannabinoid Creations.
WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

POMEGRANATE LEMONADE - CBD HARD CANDY
The taste sensation of a bright summer’s day can be right on the tip of your tongue with our
Pomegranate Lemonade CBD Hard Candy. Sweet to tart, and then sweet again, this
full-flavored fruity enjoyment will keep your mouth watering for more. All of the flavor impact you
have come to expect of our natural cannabinoids. Enjoy a tall drink of lemonade with a subtle
infusion of pomegranate in a single bite, and let the healing feeling wash over you like a warm
summer day.

HIGH TIDE HONEYDEW MELON - CBD HEMP SODA
Delight your taste buds with a High Tide HoneyDew Melon CBD Hemp Soda! Enjoy the
satisfaction of an effervescent beverage with deep undertones of ripe melon, guava and a hint
of crushed fruit. Giving off the crisp finish of a sunny day, this soda is infused with all the
properties of CBD! High Tide HoneyDew Melon delivers a sensation that is out of this world. Our
sparkling hemp soda will make you mellow and keep you on point trying to describe the unique
flavor you just consumed!

GRAPE LIMEADE - CBD HEMP SODA
Surprise and delight your palate with the unsurpassed flavor of a sparkling Grape Limeade
CBD Hemp Soda! Have you ever longed for a tall, cool glass of limeade on a hot day?
Combine that pure craving with the deliciousness of a bubbly grape soda, and you have the
makings of Cannabinoid Creations Grape Limeade. That burst of flavor and the properties of our
CBD formulation create a truly next-level experience.

CARTOON CEREAL CRUNCH - CBD HEMP SODA
Satisfy your body’s need for unprecedented flavor and refreshment as you enjoy a Cartoon
Cereal Crunch CBD Hemp Soda. Reminisce a little as your mind wanders back to Saturday
morning cartoons, eating a bowl of your favorite cereal. This sensational sparkling hemp soda
will transport you back to childhood! With our unique CBD formulation, your body will thank you
for every sip as you take at your own leisurely stroll down memory lane.
Happily indulge in a Cartoon Cereal Crunch CBD Hemp Soda…expect involuntary smiles as
you enjoy the properties of each measured serving of pharma-grade Cannabidiol.

Ginger Ale - CBD HEMP SODA
With a zing of pure ginger at the front of the palate, zesty doesn’t begin to describe the
bold flavor and feeling in your mouth – dive headfirst into a Ginger Ale CBD Hemp
Soda. Perfectly balanced for casual consumption, assertive and complex enough to
stand up to an herbaceous gin or any mixer. This CBD pop beverage has the long finish
of a fine wine, coupled with pharma-grade cannabidiol from our palate-pleasing product!
WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

You’ve never tasted anything like this – reminiscent of the past, a slow summer day
becomes an unparalleled chill experience with Cannabinoid Creations.
●
●
●
●

4 – 7 fl. oz. (207 mL) bottles per 4-Pack
CBD Hemp Soda is proudly Made in USA
100% Nut, Soy, Dairy and Gluten-free!
Conveniently sized, our CBD Hemp Sodas are easily vendible

You’ve never tasted anything quite like our Ginger Ale sparkling hemp pop! Grab
a 4-pack today! Now Singles Soda’s Available!!

Orange Cream - CBD HEMP SODA
Bursting from the bottle with deep citrus undertones, our Orange Cream CBD Hemp
Soda has been described as ‘more cream than soda!’ for it’s delicious intricacy. Imagine
yourself trying to keep up with a melting creamsicle on a hot summer day. The
exploding orange notes with creamy vanilla richness at the center, packing a measured
punch of CBD in every flavorful mouthful. This is pure nostalgia with a CBDifferent
twist…

●
●
●
●

4 – 7 fl. oz. (207 mL) bottles per 4-Pack
CBD Hemp Soda is proudly Made in USA
100% Nut, Soy, Dairy and Gluten-free!
Conveniently sized, our CBD Hemp Soda Pop is easily vendible

You’ve never tasted anything like this – reminiscent of the past, a slow summer day
becomes an unparalleled chill experience with Cannabinoid Creations.
Bursting from the bottle with deep citrus undertones, our Orange Cream CBD Hemp
Soda has been described as ‘more cream than soda!’ for it’s delicious hemp pop
intricacy. Imagine yourself trying to keep up with a melting creamsicle on a hot summer
day. The exploding orange notes with creamy vanilla richness at the center, packing a
measured punch of CBD in every flavorful mouthful. This is pure nostalgia with a
CBDifferent twist…

WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

Certifications | For all Cannabinoid Creations products.
Kosher Certified | GMO-Free | Proudly Made in the USA. Safe and legal without a
prescription in all 50 states. Order your CBD Hemp Soda 4-Pack or try all five flavors
today. Cannabinoid Creations uses only the finest industrial hemp to infuse all of our
Hemp Soda products, yielding the highest quality CBD in everything we make – that’s
why We’re CBDifferent! Shop Now at A2FLY.COM

CBD Tinctures N
 EW SIZES (100 mg, 500 mg, 1500 mg.)

CARAMEL APPLE PIE - CBD TINCTURE
Baseball, fireworks on the 4th of July, apple pie and CBD…that’s all-America! Now with our
distinctive CBD Caramel Apple Pie Tincture, you can enjoy the full-fledged flavor of
WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

Americana, but we kicked it up a notch with our Cannabidiol. Think of a day at the state fair, the
circus or an amusement park – the pure joy of eating a caramel apple or a slice of pie. Crisp
green apple flirts with caramel richness, inducing a perfect marriage of flavors. Available in 3
sizes: 100 mg, 500 mg, 1500 mg.

CARTOON CEREAL CRUNCH – CBD TINCTURE
A flavor you already know and love, it bears quite a resemblance to that one particular cereal
you loved in your youth. CBD Cartoon Cereal Crunch Tincture practically speaks for itself with
all the bold, tasty crunchiness of your favorite childhood snackable cereal in our fully loaded
CBD tincture drops. Grab a couple of droppers and search for your favorite cartoons as you
enjoy Cannabidiol each serving delivers. Available in 3 sizes: 100 mg, 500 mg, 1500 mg.

CINNAMON - CBD TINCTURE
Our CBD Cinnamon Tincture yields a rich bold cinnamon flavor that conjures old memories of
youth and home - freshly baked cinnamon rolls around the holidays and so much more.
Dispense directly under the tongue or add our Cannabidiol elixir to your coffee or another
favorite beverage every morning. We’ve been told it’s great on vanilla ice cream to add a subtle
hint of that special Cannabinoid Creations flavor to the day! Available in 3 sizes: 100 mg, 500
mg, 1500 mg.

CHOCOLATE MINT – CBD TINCTURE
Enjoy the nuance of fine, semi-sweet dark chocolate working in tandem with the essence of
mint. Our CBD Dark Chocolate Mint Tincture can be administered directly (under the tongue)
or used to enhance the flavor of a favorite beverage such as hot chocolate, coffee or herbal tea.
Our CBD provides the consistency you demand with the complex flavors you have come to
expect from all Cannabinoid Creations products. Available in 3 sizes: 100 mg, 500 mg, 1500
mg.

UNFLAVORED (NATURAL) – CBD TINCTURE
Our unflavored CBD Natural Tincture provides you with a direct and natural way to ingest CBD.
You’re a purist! Now you can enjoy Cannabidiol without additional flavors. Cannabinoid
Creations unique formulation delivers the CBD you want, so add it to your favorite smoothie, a
hot beverage, ice cream or simply use it under your tongue as directed. Our CBD Natural
Tincture provides consistency you expect from every Cannabinoid Creations makes. Available
in 3 sizes: 100 mg, 500 mg, 1500 mg.

WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

NATURAL PET – CBD TINCTURE
Sometimes our pets need the same support we do. Our CBD Pet Tincture helps your ‘best
friend’ since they don’t have the words to express how they feel (but you know). Cannabinoid
Creations Cannabidiol formula is a natural (unflavored) CBD Tincture designed for your pet. The
Pet Tincture is tasteless so the drops can be easily placed in your pet’s food, in a small bowl of
water, on a treat or directly in the mouth. Available in 3 sizes, Small under 20 lbs. , Medium 20 59 lbs. , Large 60+

CBD SYRUP
AM formula for the Daytime
Maybe it’s a little more difficult to get up and face the day than you’d like in the morning.
Sometimes it’s harder to get thru the day than the night, and for those who need a little kick
starting relief, we have a CBD Syrup (AM) that packs a punch. With 200 mg of our special
formulation of Cannabidiol our Grape or Cherry flavors, our CBD Syrups will get through the
day. Seize the day with CBD Syrup, formulated exclusively for daytime use. Cannabinoid
Creations can help get you motivated each morning with a perfectly measured dose of
Cannabidiol!

CBD SYRUP
PM formula for the Evening
Having some trouble sleeping? Are you sick and tired of feeling groggy and lethargic every
morning because you can’t sleep? Do you struggle night after night, and dread the next-day
‘blahs’ you get from sleeping pills or over- the-counter nighttime syrups? Avoid the recurring
insomnia, quiet your mind naturally, and say goodbye to that unwelcome ‘dazed’ feeling
associated with our all-natural CBD Syrup (PM). Created from our unique Cannabidiol
formulation, the 100 mg in Cherry or Grape flavors (with Melatonin) will help get you to sleep
safely and naturally sans feeling foggy the following day. It’s time to give yourself the gift that
keeps giving back…the sweet relief of consistently great night’s sleeping!

Magical Butter Machine Product Description
The Magical Butter machine is the easiest way to make butters, oils, tinctures and many others
in the comfort of your own home! Experience the numerous benefits from making herbal
remedies in the comfort of your own home today! MBe2 provides countless benefits. A wide
range of increased health and immunity benefits due to detoxification. Take advantage of the
endless combinations of herbs and various bases like Coconut oil, Olive Oil for you to choose
from that make using this machine a breeze to use and add yourself and others. The MB2E
machine is an amazing product with you in mind even after it will even cleans itself!

WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

The MB2E machine is very easy to use. All you do is open the lid and pour your ingredients in.
Then you press the button to your desired function. Next, you let the cycle finish, open the lid,
and pour the contents into your desired container using the provided filter. Once empty, fill with
soap and water, and press the button labeled clean.
Individually parts can be ordered also by requesting wholesale pricing MBe2 accessories (items
needed by the vender)

Machine Features:
●

Fully automatic, microprocessor-controlled program sequences

●

Makes 2-5 cups or 475-1180 mL per cycle

●

Our exclusive technology ensures even heating

●

Pitcher constructed of solid stainless steel

●

Integrated digital thermostat and sensors bring laboratory-grade temperature

●

Controls to your kitchen for consistent results

●

Botanical oil in as little as 1 hour

●

Botanical butter is as little as 2 hours

●

Recipes – Let your imagination run wild!

●

MB2E 110V

●

Self-cleaning

●

1 year manufacturer warranty

Package Contents Includes:
●

Magical Butter Machine

●

Heat-resistant Glove

●

90-Micron Nylon Filter

Special Features:
●

Butter

WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

●

Salue

●

Oil

●

Gummies

WHOLESALE PROCESS
PROVIDE ORDER INFO IN FOUR SIMPLE CATEGORIES
What product or products? Wholesale Volume? Where is it being shipped? Payment.

ALLOW 72 HOURS FOR A LARGER THAN AVERAGE QUOTE
That's right, as long as your order meets a low minimum quantity we can turn around your quote
that quickly. Possible even while we are on the phone with you!

RECEIVE YOUR ORDER QUICKLY
*Most orders take no longer than 5-7 business days to arrive. All products are subject to
availability.

Wholesale Signup url form http://eepurl.com/ddxTef
Wholesalers please use the links below to view the File(s) If desired, download URL pdf .png - Print or Save
_______
● link for A2FLY Product Description Guide.pdf
● link for A2FLY Wholesale Price Guide.pdf
● link for A2FLY Magical Butter Flyer.pdf
● link for A2FLY.png
● link for A2FLY FAQ.pdf

CONTACT US
✈A2FLY Sales Associate and professional business representatives will contact you within a
business day or that day. Call (734) 531-9099 o
 r email us, wholesale reps are ready to begin
the process! For more information refer to the F
 AQ page on our website.
https://shopa2fly.com/pages/faq-7 - FAQ - Need help? Contact us

SOCIAL LINKS

WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/A2FLY.Official/
WEBSITE: http://SHOPA2FLY.COM
INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/a2fly.official.ig/
TWITTER: https://twitter.com/shopa2fly
YOUTUBE - https://youtu.be/y4DUjOctlnov
PINTEREST: https://www.pinterest.com/0i9c2jivl1d54nvnsf6dtcgiq243kv/
LINKEDIN: https://www.linkedin.com/company/a2fly/
TUMBLR: https://a2fly.tumblr.com/following



Via Email: contact@shopa2fly.com, i nfo@shopa2fly.com, support@a2fly.com
Thanks in advance for your patience and support.
✈A2FLY TEAM

WHOLESALE MINIMUM ORDER OF (1 CASE) | Cases of products are as they come. 24 Items per case. 1 case is required for a minimum order.
Shipping price is not included in the product wholesale pricing.

